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Abstract. Fault simulation and memory leak detection of Linux kernel modules, especially of device 

drivers are a critically important task. However, due to the special nature of the kernel operation, it is very 

challenging to perform runtime analysis of kernel modules of interest without adverse influence on the rest of 

the kernel. In this paper, we have tested our own compiled custom kernel modules for fault simulation and 

memory leak detection by using KEDR framework, an extensible runtime analysis system for Linux kernel 

modules, which employs various kinds approaches to perform different kinds of analysis. 
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1. Introduction  

One of the critical and very important tasks is verification of Linux kernel modules, especially under 

system crash or failure situations. The most commonly used examples includes device drivers, file systems, 

audio video software’s, networks, and various other facilities which are important to operating system and 

specifically employed as kernel modules [1-4]. 

Some memory areas are indirect access to kernel modules which are used by other kernel parts, and it’s 

opposite to user-space applications. At lower level kernel modules, can communicate with hardware, may 

also have capabilities that might be rarely possible in outside kernel space. Furthermore, memory occupied 

will not be freed automatically unless module is unloaded so resource allocation is important if any problem 

happened in kernel module can produce alarming situation [1-2, 5]. 

KEDR (Kernel Drivers in Runtime) framework system [6] is used for dynamic analysis of kernel 

modules (device drivers, file system modules, etc.) in Linux on x86 systems. KEDR tools are very well 

developed and they are easy to be understood than any other tools developed for fault simulation or fault 

injection [7-9]. 

KEDR operates only on the special modules which are chosen by the user and doesn’t affect the other 

kernel parts. It can detect memory leak, perform fault simulation as well as other kinds of data collection and 

analysis. KEDR-based tools are very efficient and have already proven their efficiency by finding errors in 

several widely-used kernel modules [10]. 

2. General Process of Fault Injection Testing Based on KEDR 

KEDR provides powerful mechanisms to simulate various faults and the essence of related techniques is 

to force some of the calls made by the target module to fail. Perhaps, KEDR simulates the failure deprived of 

indeed calling the target function.  User can modify and take a control over the scenarios (in which condition 

which function may face the failure). In general, the overall flow of fault injection testing based on KEDR 

can be divided into installation of KEDR package, loading of target module, setting of fault types and 

parameters, starting of testing, finally check and verify the results (refer to Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: A diagrammatic overview of KEDR fault simulation and memory leak detection over kernel modules 

In this paper, KEDR fault simulation is verified over two aspects: 

 Fault is injected for kmalloc, vmalloc and character devices (cfake0, cfake1). 

 Compare results as for the kedr-sample-module under different conditions. 

3. Platform for KEDR Tests 

To implement the fault injection by using KEDR, VMware station 10.0 is installed on our machine and a 

virtual machine is built and Ubuntu 15.04 with Linux-header-3.19.0-15-generic is installed on that virtual 

machine. Then source codes of KEDR version 0.6 are downloaded, compiled and installed on the virtual 

machine. Furthermore, it’s mandatory to know about its basic requirements as listed below before working 

with KEDR: 

 Kernel version ≥ 3.2, can be checked by uname -r 

 Currently supported for x86 and x86-64 architectures 

 Cmake version should be ≥ 2.8 

 C++ and GNU C compiler version should be ≥ 4.0 

 GNU Make 

 Some other packages and tools to build kernel modules 

4. Runtime Tests on KEDR 

4.1. Fault Simulation  

KEDR framework for fault simulation provides the facility to inject a fault on user custom kernel module, 

and it also provides the example sample-target. In this paper, a custom kernel module called ExampleLKM is 

used to verify a KEDR fault simulation and memory leak functions. 

To do so, we have used the same makefile and kbuild of sample-target but after making change in the 

module name as custom kernel module name. Fault simulation point is selected as kmalloc and current-

indicator and expression are selected as fault simulation indicators [11]. 

4.1.1. Fault Simulation for kmalloc 
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To inject a fault over the custom module, firstly, we start KEDR fault simulation by the command “kedr 

start ExampleLKM -f fsim.conf”. Hence, KEDR is successfully loaded and associated with our custom kernel 

module. At the same time, KEDR loads various fault simulation modules along with it. In addition, we have 

make the custom kernel module as ExampleLKM.ko. 

To inject a kmalloc, we have set a “kmalloc” as a current indicator. Meanwhile, we need set a value 1 to 

expression, which made the custom kernel module unable to allocate memory at time of loading. By setting a 

value 1 over the expression means always, make it fail to allocate memory. To verify the fault simulation, we 

have tried to load the module with insmod command such as “insmod ExampleLKM.ko”, provided us an 

error as expected memory allocation fail “cannot allocate memory”. After that, we have tried to make 

simulation failed by setting a value 0 over the expression, that means never do a fault simulation. This time, 

the module has been successfully loaded with the same command and it has efficaciously occupied the 

memory allocation. 

4.1.2. Fault Simulation for copy-from-user and copy-to-user 

In this part, we have tried to simulate fault over devices drivers associated with custom kernel module 

for copy-from-user and copy-to-user. KEDR frameworks provides the two device drivers (cfake0 and cfake1) 

along with its example, we have used the same devices but make them associated with our custom kernel 

module (ExampleLKM). 

We started the KEDR fault simulation and do make module as we do before. As we know after the 

successful start of KEDR it loads various fault simulation module along with it, but for this example, we 

have not specified any specific fault simulation module such as kedr_fsim_cmm.ko etc. and using the basic 

functionalities provided by KEDR fault simulation. 

Firstly, we have set the value common as a current indication for copy-from-user and copy-to-user 

simulation points and load the module with insmod, write some string and read that string from custom 

module. It successfully writes and read the string. At this time, we need to simulate fault for function to 

copied data to and from user device drivers (cfake0 and cfake1). We have tried to use the read and write 

operation of device driver to write data to and to read data from custom kernel module associated with these 

device drivers. 

As it is already defined above that by setting a value 1 to expression make the function fail. So, to 

simulate a fault we have set the value 1 to expression of copy-from-user and copy-to-user files. Now again 

we write some string to cfake0 and read (/dev/cfake0) it gave us error “Bad address”, mean fault has been 

simulated successfully. We also write and read the device (/dev/cfake1) and got the same error message “Bad 

address”. To make this fault simulation failed set value 0 in both file and this time no error message while 

write and read of devices. 

4.1.3. About Verification of Fault Simulation 

Besides the direct results about executing related command, both kernel messages (via the command 

dmesg) and system log files (via the command syslog) can be used to verify fault simulation. In addition, 

kedr framework provides the facility to verify the results via defugfs directory (refer to Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2: Last fault position of ExampleLKM 

4.2. Memory Leaks Detection 

KEDR framework provides the facility to detect a memory leak, and we have tried to detect a memory 

leak for custom kernel. Firstly, we started the kedr memory leak detection by the command “kedr start 

ExampleLKM -f leak_check.conf”. KEDR is successfully started but load various memory leak modules 

along with it such as kedr_leak_check.ko and kedr_lc_common_mm.ko. Just as above, our custom kernel 

module is required to be built at the same time. And the module is successfully loaded with the command 

insmod and character devices (cfake0 and cfake1) are created accordingly. After that we have done some 

work with character devices (dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/cfake1 bs=1 count=8) which prompted 
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8+0 records in 

8+0 records out 

8 bytes (8 B) copied, 0.000748022 s, 10.7 kB/s 

Now at this time, write something to cfake1 character device and remove the module with rmmod 

command. After doing dmesg -c we got the results of memory leak detection (refer to Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3: Screenshot about execution of memory leak detection 

5. Summary and Discussion 

The system’s availability and reliability can be increased by testing the device drivers by fault simulation 

tools or various fault injection techniques. In this paper, we have used KEDR to inject faults into custom 

kernel module related for device read and write operation along with memory allocation. We found KEDR 

framework is efficient and very helpful to inject and simulate a fault. 

Starting from version 2.6.20, LFIF (Linux Fault Injection Framework) [5] has been built into the kernel 

and can be used to inject various faults into memory and block devices. Furthermore, page allocation errors, 

slab errors and disk I/O errors can be simulated as for newer Linux kernel. In addition, a special test tool 

with SCSI fault injection [12-13] can be used to inject faults in the processing of the target SCSI command. 

At the same time, Linux Test Project (LTP) [14-15] provides various test suites to test different aspects of the 

Linux operating systems. And LTP can be combined with LFIF so as to improve related test strength and 

extents. 

Comparative experiments have been done on the basis of the kedr-sample-target module over normal 

conditions without LFIF, and conditions with LFIF or with KEDR (refer to Tab. 1). 

Table I: Results about comparative experiments for kedr-sample-target under NORMAL, LFIF or KEDR 

Platform 

requirements 

Successfully 

load module 

Load the char devices 

(cfake0, cfake1) 

Verify the 

devices 
Successfully injected fault 

NORMAL Yes Yes Yes No 

LFIF Yes Yes Yes 
Do not support module-

level injection 

KEDR Yes Yes Yes Yes 

As for faults supported by LFIF, KEDR and SCSI injector, results about corresponding comparative 

study can be concluded as Tab. 2. 

Table II. Results about comparative study among LFIF, KEDR and SCSI injector 

Tools kmalloc faults Failslab faults Disk I/O faults RAID faults Module-Level Injection 

LFIF Yes Yes Yes No No 

KEDR Yes No No No Yes 

SCSI injector No No Yes Yes No 

According to the above analysis, a better fault injector tool ought to support as many as possible faults 

including not only faults about memory such as kmalloc and failslab faults but also faults about disk I/O 

faults and RAID faults and even other device operation faults such as network I/O faults. Moreover, it ought 
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to support module-level fault injection so that a special kernel module or device driver can be tested flexibly 

while different faults can be specified at each time. Obviously, available fault injection framework and tools 

don’t satisfy these requirements completely and perfectly. And there are many work need to be done. 
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